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Valerie Horn is a lupus patient that has been battling lupus for over fifty years. While living in New
York City, her parents did whatever they could by taking her from hospital to hospital, until that
one special doctor made a difference in her life. She shares her life story with admirable strength
and courage, as she takes you through her most precious and private moments. You will follow
Valerie’s journey from childhood, when she was first diagnosed, all the way into adulthood, as
she talks about her marriage and divorce and raising a child. Her leap at love again left her
heartbroken in another state, with two more children to raise…alone. “Lupus: The Battle Within,”
is a glimpse into the daily struggle that so many lupus patients face, but may be too ashamed to
talk about. In Horn’s debut memoir, you are reminded that you are NOT alone. You can
persevere like a champion, and leave a “Legacy” for your family to remember forever.

About the AuthorValerie Horn was born and raised in New York City. She worked as a legal
secretary for over seventeen years, as well as pursuing a career in real estate. Valerie never let
her lupus define her and worked diligently to maintain her goals in life. In 1992, Valerie relocated
to Atlanta, Georgia. Valerie is a single parent of three, who has instilled in her children the value
of a good education, to be the best that they can be, and encouraged them to always follow their
dreams. Valerie's experience with lupus, from her flare-ups and remission cycles, to all of the
diagnoses she has received, has certainly not been easy. She has been coping with this
incurable disease for many years and refuses to let it get the best of her. From being a very
strong and courageous woman, she has overcome a tremendous amount of obstacles in her life.
Valerie is an active participant in the GOAL (Georgians Organized Against Lupus) study project
by Emory University's Division of Rheumatology. She attends lupus support group meetings, as
well as keeping abreast of all the information given from the Lupus Foundation of America.
Valerie's greatest accomplishment is her first book, "Lupus: The Battle Within." She shares her
most intimate life story battling lupus from childhood to adulthood, while staying positive, and
living her life to the fullest. In her spare time, she enjoys writing, as well as her passion for
painting, masonry work, and interior decorating. Valerie has many artistic talents. Her love of the
beautiful outdoors includes gardening and nature, which always seems to fulfill her. Valerie's
journey, "Lupus: The Battle Within," can also be found at her website at www.valeriehorn.com. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.
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liked this book, let others know.Connect with the author at:DEDICATIONThis book is dedicated
to my three children, Christine, Christopher, and Christel, who have been there through good
times and bad.To my mother, Lillian Colley, and my stepfather, Major Colley, Sr., who were the
guiding force in my life, who gave their unconditional love and support.To the doctors who have
helped me, and especially to Dr. Christine Lawrence, who I named my oldest daughter after,
who was a compassionate and caring doctor, who dedicated a portion of her life to helping
patients with lupus.To Dr. Betty Diamond, who I also named my youngest daughter after, who
was also a compassionate and caring doctor who continues to study lupus, including the
cognitive problems patients often experience, and to try to develop new, less toxic therapies for
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE). CONTENTS PREFACEPART I CHILDHOOD INTO
ADULTHOODCHAPTER 1 MY STORY BEGINSCHAPTER 2 LIFE AFTER HIGH
SCHOOLCHAPTER 3 MARRIED LIFECHAPTER 4 LIFE AFTER DIVORCECHAPTER 5
LIFE AFTER OPERATIONPART II LIVING IN ATLANTACHAPTER 6 MY
ARRIVALCHAPTER 7 FACING CHALLENGESCHAPTER 8 SETTLING DOWNCHAPTER
9 OVERCOMING OBSTACLESCHAPTER 10 A WEDDING TO
REMEMBERCONCLUSIONTO MY READERSACKNOWLEDGEMENTSABOUT THE
AUTHORABOUT THE ILLUSTRATORA NOTE FROM THE EDITOR PREFACE I would first like
to take a moment and say that this has certainly been a time to remember and I never thought it
could happen to me.Since I was very young, I began writing about my life living with lupus. I
documented each stage of my life because I wanted the world to know what I was going through.
I always kept the two stenography books that I had been writing in inside my night table. I felt that
if one day I really got sick, or even died, maybe someone would just go to my night table, pull out
the drawer, and pick up those two stenography books. Maybe they would read Part I and Part II
and see all the challenges that I had to face. I thank God for giving me the wisdom, the
guidance, and the strength to continue writing my story.Why Did I Decide to Write a Book?On
July 30, 2012, I was sitting at the kitchen table when my oldest daughter, Christine, had just
come in from a busy day at work. My daughter, looked at me with excitement and said, “Mom,



you know those two steno notebooks that you always keep in your night table?” I said, “Yes.” My
daughter said, “You have been writing about lupus since you were very young. Mom, why don’t
you write a book?” I said, “A book!” She said, “Yes.” She told me that my book could help a lot of
people who are also dealing with the same disease. She said, “Mom, let this book be your
legacy, detailing the challenges you had to face. You have a story to tell!” That was all I needed
to hear. When my daughter used the word legacy, I do not know what happened! It was not the
word “book” that did it for me, but the word “legacy.” It gave me a feeling inside that I could not
even explain. I said, “Okay, Christine that will not be a problem for me; especially since none of
you have ever read my story.”I walked up the stairs to my bedroom and took out my two
stenography notebooks that I had been writing in for so long. I was so excited that I called my
doctor at her home in New York City. She was so glad to hear my voice. I told her that Christine
was encouraging me to write my “lupus story” and the challenges I had to face. She was very
happy to hear what I was planning on doing. I have had this doctor since a very young age—
from when I was first diagnosed with lupus—and I have never lost contact with her. I asked her if
there was anything concerning her that she would like me to include in my book. She told me to
write whatever I wanted to write about and that it would not be a problem for her. She said, “All I
ask is that you do one thing for me, Valerie.” I said, “What is that?” She said, “Can you please
have your son be the illustrator of your book?” I said, “Sure, that is what I already planned on
doing.” Dr. Lawrence already knew that my son, Christopher, was in college at the time and was
pursuing a career in illustration and design. My doctor was so pleased to hear that, and I was
very happy to hear her ask that of me.So, with that in mind, I sat in front of my computer and
started reminiscing about the life I’ve lived and the memories I’ve created. Heavily engrossed in
writing my lupus story, it has been a labor of love and I hope that it brings peace to everyone that
reads it.LUPUSThe Battle Within CHAPTER 1 MY STORY BEGINSMy name is Valerie Jean
Blackwood. I was born on June 27, 1952, in Lincoln Hospital, in the Bronx, New York, to the
parents of Lillian and Arthur Blackwood. My mother was born in Bermuda, and my father was
born in the British West Indies. I was baptized on December 14, 1952.When I was five years old,
my family and I lived in the Bronx, New York, in the housing projects known as Throggs Neck.
My mother and father were separated.One day, my father came over to visit us. We were on our
way to the store when I saw some children playing and running around outside. They were
having so much fun that they bumped into me, while my father and I were walking on the
sidewalk and I fell to the ground. I felt at least two of the children step on my little right pinky
finger. When I managed to get up from the sidewalk, I was hysterical and holding my hand
closed with my finger throbbing. I told my father that my finger was really hurting me. On our way
home, my father took a look at it and said, “Don’t say a word to nobody.” My father knew that my
mother would have been livid at him for not even holding my hand while we were outside. So,
with that secret in mind, my finger stayed broken.A Certificate of PromotionOn June 22, 1958, I
received a Certificate of Promotion from the Kindergarten Department to the Primary
Department of the Fort Schuyler Presbyterian Church, where I was attending. I was six years old



when my father passed away at the age of forty-five.Elementary SchoolSecond GradeWhen I
was in the second grade, during September 1959 to June 1960, I attended P.S. 72, in the Bronx,
New York. My teacher, Mrs. Quinn, gave me a report that showed how I got along in school and
my growth as a child. She stated: “Valerie is a well-behaved child. She gets along well with the
other children. She does her work conscientiously to satisfaction. Her written work has been
posted on the bulletin board. She reads on grade level and can answer questions on what she
has read. She gets 100% in spelling and can apply her words in written expression. She does
not volunteer as much as she should in class discussion. Her written expression shows
originality. She understands mathematics and knows her number stories. She likes to paint. She
does well in arts and crafts. Valerie is a quiet child. She enjoys playing with the other children.
She should take a more active part. She does her work carefully. She finishes promptly and is
accurate. She observes health and safety rules.”My feelings as a child in second gradeAt that
young stage in my life, I enjoyed going to school each and every day. I loved the feeling it gave
me inside when I was able to write in class, as well as learn new words. One thing that Mrs.
Quinn did to make spelling fun, was pick words from our homework assignments and then break
us up into teams. She would point to each person from the team, and we would have to say the
words aloud. Whichever team was not able to spell the words correctly, would have to sit down.
The team left standing after all of the words were called was the winner.Arts and crafts was also
something that I really enjoyed. I was always happy and ready to paint and do all of the fun
things that my teacher instructed us to do. In class, I was a very quiet child, but I enjoyed being
around the other children. I was so focused and wanted to do all of my work carefully. I also
enjoyed going to Sunday school at the Fort Schuyler Presbyterian Church.Third GradeI was in
the third grade from September 1960 to June 1961. I was in a new school called P.S. 71. The
report I received from my teacher, Mrs. Dursi, showed how I got along in school and my growth
as a child. She stated: “Valerie always obeys the rules for good conduct. She does not finish her
work fast enough. She begins promptly, but needs to work faster. Valerie reads well on the third
grade level. She must learn to speak louder. Valerie does well in spelling and penmanship. She
can try harder with her math. Valerie is very much interested in arts and crafts. Valerie accepts
good standards of conduct. She writes well and her spelling is very good.”My feelings as a child
in third gradeWhen I was in third grade, I tried so hard to make my work look perfect, so I took
my time and wrote very slowly. But, some of the other children would always finish before me. I
was so shy and quiet that I did not like it when I was called upon to speak aloud in class. Also,
math for me was a little challenging.Fourth GradeWhen I was in the fourth grade, from
September 1961 to June 1962, the report that I received from my teacher, Ms. Ciminello,
showed how I got along in school and my growth as a child. Ms. Ciminello stated: “Valerie is a
very polite child. She always wants to help. She shows initiative. Her work is carefully done. She
enjoys reading and has very little difficulty attacking new words. She moves from one idea to
another in smooth transition. She has original ideas and presents them in a neat and clear
fashion. She has developed skill and accuracy. Valerie is eager to cooperate and willing to help.



She takes great pride in her work. She is able to follow plot development and story design.
Valerie has acquired automatic mastery of words frequently written and needed in other content
areas.”My feelings as a child in fourth gradeMs. Ciminello was very nice. I enjoyed being in her
class so much. She made the work so easy for me to understand. The funny thing about it was,
she was a tough teacher, and yet I looked forward to being in her class. Being such a quiet child,
she really brought out the very best in me.Fifth GradeI was in the fifth grade from September
1962 to June 1963. I received a report from my teacher, Ms. Leitman, that showed how I was
getting along in school and my growth as a child. Ms. Leitman stated: “Valerie is attentive and
well maintained. Let us try to encourage her to be more outgoing. Valerie works carefully and
usually completes every job. She is thorough in all her work and is very conscientious about
finishing her assigned tasks. Valerie’s handwriting is lovely. She does very well in spelling. She is
able to sound out new words, but does not always understand everything that she reads. In
math, she needs help understanding fractions and long division.”My feelings as a child in fifth
gradeSchool started during September 1962. My mother got remarried two months into the
school year, on November 10, 1962. My new dad, Major Colley Sr., had three children of his
own. He had two sons and one daughter (Alonzo, Etta Mae, and his youngest son, Major Jr.,
named after my stepfather). My mother had four children of her own. She had one son and three
daughters (Reginald, Vanessa, Claudette, and I was the middle child).During that time, I started
showing a lot more improvement. I started speaking more loudly and clearly in class. Ms.
Leitman was the kind of teacher that did not like it if you were a little too quiet, and that was
definitely me. When I would finish my social studies reports in a relatively fast manner, then
present it to her before it was due, she would turn around and give me some extra reports for
homework to do. Then, after doing all of those long assignments, she would turn around and
give me a “Fair” for a grade. I couldn’t believe what she was doing to me! My mother had to write
a letter to Ms. Leitman stating: “Please do not give my daughter any more extra work to do if she
is going to get marks like this! If she is smart enough to do the work, then she should receive a
decent mark.” After that letter was put on her desk, Ms. Leitman asked the class, “Whose
mother’s name is “Lillian Colley?” I was just quietly sitting in the class; the name did not even
register at all. My cousin, Pat, who was also in the same class with me, said, “Valerie, isn’t that
your mother’s married name.” I was very embarrassed as I raised my hand. I thought to myself,
“Leave it to my cousin to remember my mother’s married name.”Soon after my mother was
married, we became a family of nine, and we could no longer live in the Throggs Neck housing
projects that my mother loved so much. They were able to find a brand new development in the
Bronx, with a much larger apartment that accommodated all of us. The apartment was very
pretty and very big, and it even had two bathrooms. But, after moving in, my mother was not
happy with where we were living. So, they decided that they would not stay there too long. Their
primary goal was to purchase a home of their own.Sixth GradeMy feelings as a child in a New
Neighborhood/New School in the Bronx, New YorkWith hard work and determination on my
parent’s part, in less than a year, they purchased their own home. It was an older home that



needed some work, but in due time, my stepfather, who I call my father, said he would take care
of it. My siblings and I were not too happy about the quick move. We had made so many new
friends and school was almost ending. The new neighborhood was so different. It was extremely
quiet and something that we had to get used to.During the springtime of 1964, my mother
entered me into P.S. 41, where I began the latter part of my sixth grade school year. I did not like
walking to school all by myself and that was a period of adjustment for me. My siblings were
older, so they were in a different school. I was glad that I did not have too much longer before I
could go to that new school as well, and I wished that the time would just hurry up! For the short
time that I was in P.S. 41, I noticed that their academics were so much more advanced than
where I was before. Mrs. Levine had to look up my grades from the old school in order to make a
determination of whether or not I would be able to graduate with the sixth grade class and move
on to junior high school.After looking over my previous school records, Mrs. Levine said that it
would not be fair to keep me back. She told my mother that, due to the fact that my school
records showed I was doing well in fifth grade, I would be able to graduate. I was so happy that
everything worked out well for me. I was able to graduate in my white flowered dress, but not at
all happy to be wearing those white ‘bobby socks’ that my mother had me wear on my special
day.Being able to graduate filled me with so much pride. I looked forward to having a very happy
and beautiful summer vacation, as I prepared to enter the seventh grade in yet another new
school come September.Junior High SchoolSeventh GradeDuring the fall of 1964, I was
attending Junior High School 113. I was twelve years old by the time I was finally in the same
school as some of my siblings. After getting situated in school, something different was starting
to happen to me, but I did not know what it was. Some days, I just didn’t feel well. My grades
even began to drop tremendously. I was just lagging behind and struggling in school. My
strength was always in Language Arts and Spelling. That was major for me. It really helped me
out a lot when my other subjects were lacking. On May 27, 1965, I received from my seventh
grade teacher, a Commendation Card award for excellence in spelling. I was happy because I
knew the struggle I had been going through. With determination and hard work, I made it through
that school year. I was able to move on to the eighth grade.Explaining What Happened to My
FingerDuring my summer vacation that year, I had time to relax, have fun, and be with my family.
One day, when my family and I were sitting down at the dining room table, my stepfather noticed
that my right pinky finger was not straight.“Valerie, can you straighten out your pinky?” He
asked.“No.” I answered.“Let me see your finger?” My mother said, coming over to me. “What
happened to your finger?”“It’s broken.” I said, matter-of-factly.“Broken?” she exclaimed.“Yes,
Mommy.”“When did that happen?” She asked. I explained that it happened back when I was five
years old—that my father had taken me to the store and some children were running around and
playing as we were walking. I told her that they bumped into me, I fell to the ground, and they
stepped on my finger—breaking it. I told my mother that it was so painful that I just always kept
my finger closed.My mother was so hurt that she found all this out after my biological father had
died. She could not believe that he did not hold my hand at all as we walked together outside;



especially because I was so young.Soon after, my parents took me to Jacobi Hospital to see
what could be done. As the doctors were looking at my pinky, they said too many years had
gone by and that they would have to remove the bone in my finger. I would be left with a shorter
pinky finger on that hand. That was really a disappointment to hear.Because I was not
comfortable having them remove the bone, the doctors decided that it was best to simply leave
the finger the way it was, unless I was planning on doing hand commercials. I assured them I
was not. So, my parents agreed to just leave the finger alone.Eighth GradeBefore I knew it, the
summer was already over and school started in September 1965. The struggles that I seemed to
be experiencing in the seventh grade school year were so much better after I entered into the
eighth grade. My grades were excellent. There is nothing more I can say about that school year. I
just made sure that I continued to look forward to another good year.Ninth GradeAt Prospect
Medical Clinic – Fourteen Years OldIt was wintertime in 1966 and I was fourteen years old. I did
not know what was happening to me. I woke up one morning and I could barely walk. After my
mother saw my condition, she decided to take me to Prospect Medical Clinic, in the Bronx, New
York.Kidney InfectionWhen we arrived at the clinic, I had to give some urine. The test showed
that I had a kidney infection. The doctor instructed me to start drinking plenty of water. Water was
something that I did not like to drink a lot of, but I had to start. The doctor gave me some small
brown vitamins to take when I got home. After about two weeks, I felt much better. For further
observation, Prospect Medical Clinic referred me to Mount Sinai Hospital.My Confirmation at St.
Luke’s Episcopal ChurchWhen I attended St. Luke’s Episcopal Church, I continued to socialize
as much as I could by staying involved in all of the church activities. My siblings and I received
our Confirmation from St. Luke’s Episcopal Church on November 27, 1966. There were pictures
taken at my parent’s house on that special occasion.Admitted to Mount Sinai Hospital in New
York CityWhen I was in ninth grade, I noticed some lumps behind my ears. My family began to
worry, even though those lumps did not hurt me at all. It was a cold and blustery day when my
mother and father decided to take me to Mount Sinai Hospital. After being seen, the hospital
decided that it would be best if I were admitted for further testing.Biopsy of the LiverAfter a short
time had passed, my parents were informed that a biopsy of my liver should be taken. With my
parent’s approval, the biopsy was done as a bedside procedure, right in the same room I slept
in, and not in the operating room. I was told to lie down on my side, so the doctor could find the
correct spot. Then, that area was deadened. There was a very long, straight needle with a round
hook at the end of it. That long needle was inserted into the area the doctor had prepped. When
the needle was being pulled out, I saw that a piece of my liver had come out on the bottom of the
hook.Biopsy of the SkinIn addition to the strange bumps behind my ears, I was also having other
troubles with my skin. My cheeks had a terrible rash. The rash started out red and then turned
black. When I would wash my face, it burned dreadfully. My parents were informed that I would
have to have another procedure done. So, with their approval, I had a biopsy of the skin.For that
procedure, I had to be in the operating room. After I was prepped for surgery, they explained that
they would be taking a piece of skin from my face above my eyebrows on the left side. I then



received anesthesia that allowed me to sleep through the process.As I awoke, I was glad that my
surgery was over. After spending a considerable amount of time in the hospital, they still could
not find anything wrong with me. So, the hospital decided to discharge me. They did not
administer any medications for me to take at home. My parents were told that I could continue to
be seen as an outpatient.Mount Sinai Hospital treated me so well for the month that I stayed
there. Their food was excellent and I mean excellent! It was such a shame because I was too
sick to even enjoy the beautiful meals that I was receiving. My weight was about 108 to 110
pounds.I was so glad to be back at home with my family. But, I was definitely not looking forward
to catching up on all of the schoolwork that I had missed.When I returned back to school, it was
so hard on me. With a lot of determination and hard work, I was able to make it through to the
end of my ninth grade school year. On June 27, 1967, I was able to graduate from junior high
school. I received my Certificate of Completion for my ninth year course of study, along with my
diploma. Although school was out for the summer, I was anxious to see how I would do in high
school. My dream was to become a secretary.High SchoolTenth GradeWhen my tenth grade
school year started in September, I was advised that for the next three years, the secretarial
courses that I needed to complete would include: English, American Studies, Biology,
Stenography/Transcribing, Typing, Business Law, Bookkeeping, Economics, Hygiene, Health
Education, Art, Music, and Gym, which also included Folk Dancing. The curriculum also required
me to take swimming in order to graduate from Evander Childs High School. The two main
classes that I was looking forward to taking were definitely Stenography and Typing.After I took
one of the main classes, I received no less than 90% in Typing. I still did not receive Stenography
because I was told that the class was full. Therefore, my mother had to come to school and
speak with my guidance counselor on that matter. It was not very easy. Through much
persistence and determination, on my mother’s part, I was able to receive that most important
class for my career.My Big AchievementIt was almost the end of the school year. As I was quietly
sitting in class, my stenography teacher, Ms. Hicks, suddenly stood up by her desk. In front of
the class, she made an announcement. “Excuse me class.” She began, “You have all taken your
final exam for Stenography 1. I would like to tell you that the student who has obtained the
highest average of all the tenth grade classes is Valerie Blackwood.” I was so shocked, excited,
and proud of myself. I couldn’t stop smiling!Ms. Hicks continued, “Valerie has earned a 104%!
Remember class, you were given an extra bonus of 4 points if you were able to transcribe
something that you have not yet learned in this class. Valerie was able to transcribe material that
will be taught in the eleventh grade class. I also want to point out to you, class, that since I
believe no one is perfect…” she paused briefly as she looked directly at me. “Valerie, you will be
receiving a 99% as a final grade in this class on your report card.” On June 14, 1968, I was
awarded a Certificate of Achievement from my teacher for having attained the highest standing
of all classes for the term in Stenography 1. I also received a 100% on my final exam in Typing. I
was ecstatic that I did so well and ended the school year beautifully. I did not let my health get
the best of me, and I accomplished what I set out to do. I was able to enjoy a very nice summer



vacation.Eleventh GradeI could not believe it. School just seemed to roll around again so quickly,
and I had already started the eleventh grade school year.Irregular PeriodsWhen I was sixteen
years old, I started experiencing irregular periods. Instead of monthly, it had been coming about
every two to three months and lasted about a week. Luckily, I did not experience any pain, heavy
bleeding, or discomfort during my periods.Unbearable Body AchesAs the year progressed, I
suddenly was beginning to feel like I didn’t know what was happening to me again. I was
experiencing tremendous pain in my bones and joints. My whole entire body simply ached. I
knew that something had to be done quickly! I could not stand the excruciating pain anymore! All
I could do was cry because the pain was unbearable. Time could not wait anymore, so my
parents immediately took me to Jacobi Hospital in the Bronx, New York.Admitted to Jacobi
Hospital, Bronx, New YorkWhen we arrived at Jacobi hospital and the doctors saw the
excruciating pain I was in, they immediately decided that I should be admitted for further
testing.Bone Marrow TestAfter being admitted, the doctors seemed to be taking blood from me
all day and night. I felt that my skinny little arms could not take it anymore! My parents were
informed by the doctors that they would be conducting a Bone Marrow Test on me. Fortunately,
this was another bedside procedure, so I didn’t have to deal with the added stress of surgery.
The doctor explained that they would be inserting a needle straight into my bone and a syringe
would be pulling out some fluid.So, with my parent’s approval, I was able to have the procedure
done. The process was so painful that I could not prevent myself from screaming out loud. After
it was done, all I could hope was that I would never, ever, have to go through that again. I was
pleased to hear that the results from my Bone Marrow test were negative. That was a big relief.
My urine tests were fairly normal as well.After all the time I spent suffering through my illness, the
doctors finally suggested that what I was experiencing was Arthritis.“Arthritis…with all that my
daughter has been going through, it doesn’t sound like Arthritis to me!” My mother shouted. She
was angry with the doctor’s diagnosis because I was still not well at all. I was unable to eat and
my head would ache something terrible. Yet, the true problem still remained a mystery!Lymph
Node ProcedureI was having an ongoing occurrence of lymph nodes popping up behind my
ears. After the doctors saw what was happening, they requested that another procedure be
done. The procedure required taking a piece of lymph node out from behind my ear, so that they
could test the tissue and see what was going on with me. So, with my parent’s approval, I would
have yet another procedure done. I was really scared. For one so young, I had already gone
through so much and I had suffered through turmoil for far too long. I prayed that when the
operation was over, the doctors would finally have the answers to all of our questions.When I
was going into the operating room, there was still prepping and everything going on around me.
They had my face turned to the side where the operation was going to take place. I also had a
thin sheet slightly covering me. I was not able to see much, but I heard a woman’s voice come
into the room. “Who is this patient?” She asked the surgeon.“Her name is Valerie Blackwood.”
He responded. The woman walked over, and I could hear the turning of pages, as she started
looking through my medical chart. “What are you preparing to do with this patient?” She asked.“I



am going to take a piece of lymph node out from behind her ear.”“I would also like to have a
piece.” She requested.“Yes ma’am.” The surgeon agreed. The woman then went on to tell the
operating doctors that she wanted me as her patient. With my face still turned, she came over to
me. In her soft spoken voice, she politely introduced herself.“Hello Valerie, my name is Dr.
Lawrence. Try not to worry. Everything is going to be fine. I’m going to be handling your case
now.” She said kindly. I was so relieved by her warm presence.Medications were given, and I
drifted off to sleep. After everything was over and I returned back to my room, my parents were
patiently waiting for me. I was so glad to see them. I was feeling so nauseous and began
throwing up. I could not even look at the tray of food that was left for me to eat. I was too sick to
eat anything at all.When my test results for the lymph nodes came back, they turned out to be
negative. They continued to take many more blood tests and then discharged me on February
18, 1969. I was referred to Jacobi Hospital’s Arthritis Clinic on February 26, 1969, where I would
be meeting with Dr. Lawrence.The DiagnosisOn February 26, 1969 at 9:30 AM, I was being
seen as a new patient on the third floor of Jacobi Hospital’s Arthritis Clinic. I was a little nervous
because I did not know what to expect or what Dr. Lawrence was going to say during that
visit.When my name was called, Dr. Lawrence was delighted to see me. As soon as Dr.
Lawrence sat down with my mother and I, the first thing that my mother asked was, “Does my
daughter have cancer?”“No, Valerie does not have cancer.” Dr. Lawrence replied. My mother was
so relieved to hear that. Dr. Lawrence started looking through my chart. She explained that,
when I was in the hospital the last time she saw me, I had taken some blood tests that she was
not able to get the results of by the time I was discharged.Since that time, Dr. Lawrence said that
all of my lab results had come back. She said the tests showed that I have what is called
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE). My mother and I were puzzled because it was something
we had never heard of before. She told us that there was no cure, but with proper medical
treatment, I could continue to live a normal and happy life. Dr. Lawrence started telling us that
lupus was a very complicated and unpredictable disease and that it varies from person to
person. She said that was why, for so long, I was experiencing rashes on my cheeks, excessive
joint pain and swelling, kidney infection, and everything else that I was going through. She said it
was all due to the lupus. She told us that lupus could affect any part of the body at any given
time.My mother told Dr. Lawrence, that she knew from the very beginning that everything I had
been going through was definitely not Arthritis. Dr. Lawrence agreed and apologized for what I
had dealt with. I began taking Prednisone, which is a steroid used to treat numerous medical
conditions, and would continue to see Dr. Lawrence at the Arthritis Clinic for my lupus. We had
been searching for answers to my health problems for a very long time. I was so relieved that my
family and I finally found the answers we were looking for.Out of School Due to Illness and Was
ReinstatedLiving with lupus and being constantly sick was not easy for me. I had been out of
school and in the hospital for a long while. I had missed so much work in all of my classes. In
order for me to be reinstated back in school, my mother had to have all of the necessary forms
filled out by the hospital. One of the forms stated that I had Systemic Lupus Erythematosus, that



physical activity should not be limited, and that I was under treatment. After all of that was done, I
was able to continue on with my eleventh grade classes.The school advised me that the
excused absences did not guarantee a passing mark. They said that my work must be passing. I
was so scared. I knew that it was close to the end of the school term and that I would be
struggling, but I could not let my lupus get me down. I worked extremely hard and continued to
catch up on the work that I had missed. To make a long story short, I did what I had to do and my
grades were excellent! I could not believe how well I did. I was able to move on to the twelfth
grade. That was such a blessing for me.Since school was out for the summer, I gave myself a
backup plan just in case I got sick during my twelfth grade school year. I decided that I would go
to school in the evenings, since I would be working during the day, and double up on some extra
classes.Working for the Neighborhood Youth CorpsDuring the summer of 1969, I was excited to
be working for The City of New York’s Neighborhood Youth Corps as a teacher’s aide. It was an
exhilarating experience for me. At first, I thought I would not be able to work, but I did not let my
health hold me back.I was taking two medications. I was on 25 mgs of Prednisone per day.
Prednisone helped to relieve all of the pain that I was experiencing in my joints. I also had to take
one INH pill, to prevent tuberculosis from occurring.After taking Prednisone on a daily basis, my
face started filling out. I felt like I was exploding because of how much Prednisone my doctor had
me taking. Working a summer job and feeling my body swell as a reaction to the Prednisone, I
could feel that people were taking notice. Everyone could see that something was wrong with
me. My face was very round and my weight shot up to about 150 pounds. I was feeling
embarrassed about going to work looking the way I did. I told my boss that I was on a lot of
medication and that I had to see my doctor on a monthly basis. My boss admitted that he knew
something was wrong. He gave me the permission I needed to take time off so that I would be
able to see my doctor. He was a wonderful boss and always treated everyone with kindness and
respect. I could feel his sincerity and sympathy towards me. He would always praise my work
and tell me that I was doing a great job.After my summer position had ended, I received a
Teacher’s-Aide Training Program Certificate for the work that I had done. It was issued to me
from the Office of Continuing Education, Board of Education, City of New York. I will always
treasure this accomplishment.Getting up early in the morning and walking to work everyday was
fantastic motivation for me. It definitely gave me the strength and the physical activity that I really
needed to get me through each day. I also attended school in the evenings and felt better about
the way things were going for me. My sister, Vanessa, had already taken some of the same
classes that I would be taking when I entered twelfth grade so, whenever I needed extra help,
she was always there to assist me. I appreciated that so much.Twelfth GradeMy summer
vacation had ended and school was back in session. I prayed that my twelfth grade school year
would be much better for me. One morning, when I was quietly sitting in my homeroom class, we
heard a knock on our classroom door. My teacher went to open the door, and it was one of the
ladies from the main office. She quietly spoke with my teacher. Immediately after, she requested
the student’s attention, then asked, “Where is Valerie Blackwood?” I instantly became nervous. I



did not know what was going on as I cautiously raised my hand.“Valerie, you have already
completed the required commercial course of studies before your scheduled graduation date.
Therefore, if you would like to…the school is willing to let you graduate earlier. That means you
will not be graduating with your classmates in June as was originally planned. You will now have
the opportunity to graduate four months from now, if you would like.” She announced.I was
shocked, surprised, and felt incredible inside. I could not believe what was happening to
me.“Would you like to graduate earlier, instead of with your classmates in June?” She asked.
“Yes!” I answered gladly and eagerly as I took the opportunity presented to me. She smiled and
said that she would head back to the office and make sure that my records were changed
accordingly to reflect January, 1970 as my new graduation date. She also said that she would
make sure that there was a job lined up for me immediately after graduation. Wow! I could not
wait to get out of high school.My High School GraduationGraduation time came before I knew it.
I was actually not looking forward to attending my own graduation ceremony, but I knew I had to.
My face was so fat and my hair was falling out terribly. I wore braided hairpieces just to cover up
all of the thinning spots on my head. I was feeling disgusted with myself and just wanted to get
that whole evening over with.My family was really looking forward to the event as they showed
their support. They knew how badly I was feeling, but despite all odds, they were happy for what
I had accomplished. After my graduation exercises were over, I admittedly felt a little better. It
really was a very nice ceremony after all.I was five years old and living in Throggs Neck.My
picture was taken at P.S. 72 in the Bronx. I was six years old.At Uncle Reggie’s (my father’s
brother) house during October 1958. I was six years old.
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sister in Lupus, “Superb. A brave Lupus warrior! Loved the truth of her.God Bless Everyone with
is mystery disease! Her memory was truly amazing!”

lorna a mcgregor, “Riveting and inspiring work serving to remind everyone that in .... Riveting
and inspiring work serving to remind everyone that in order to overcome hardships in our lives,
we must overwhelm them by the will to embrace life to its fullest.”

commandofthelanguage, “You will feel like Valerie is one of your closest friends by the .... Lupus:
The Battle Within is the incredibly intimate story of one woman's battle with this challenging
disease. Valerie struggled with managing her Lupus for most of her life. You will be in awe of the
strength and determination that Valerie demonstrates: always choosing to fight for herself, for
her life, and for her children. Reading this book is inspiring, motivational, and touching beyond all
meaning of the word. You will feel like Valerie is one of your closest friends by the time you put
her heartwarming story down: that's how incredibly vulnerable and authentic she is in sharing.
Anyone, whether coping with Lupus or any other health condition, will find Lupus: The Battle
Within to be a blessing in book form.”

Lupus Doctor, “Even better for doctors to read!!!. I am a rheumatologist who specializes in lupus.
Anyone involved in the treatment and care of lupus can't help but become humbled by it all. Of
course, the condition on an immunological and biological basis is immensely complex. However,
the impact on the person from a mental, psychological, social, and spiritual level is even more
complex and equally more important. Although I can say confidently that I'm in the top 1% of
clinicians in terms of the numbers of patients with lupus I've treated and met, despite all my
"training" and "experience", it's difficult to really meet someone with lupus on their level. By their
level, I don't mean it's lower or higher than mine. I mean that I have to acknowledge the gender,
race/ethnicity, socioeconomic, and cultural gaps that may exist between myself and most of my
patients. This book was so good for me to read, not for any disease specific information, but for
the patient-centered experiences it documents. As an example, it's good to be reminded how a
small dosage change in prednisone can impact one's mood or sense of hope. As a physician,
it's just titration of a medication. But I am glad to be reminded of how little things, both in thought
and deed, can be impactful. Thank you for sharing your life with all of us.”

Joy, “A Meaningful Book With Wonderful Pictures!. I found this book to be compelling! I became
emotional while reading it because the author courageously shares the most intimate and
revealing details about her life while battling Lupus. Valerie's life story is so eloquently written. It
is her personal testimony to the strength and endurance of the human spirit to want to survive.
Her message is inspirational and empowering to her readers because she has
emergedvictorious in her battle against the disease Lupus despite the many obstacles and



challenges she continuously faced.Valerie is living a healthy, happy, and productive life. She is
using her experience to educate and champion a good cause by sending a message of hope
and encouragement to many people that will read this book. Her narrative with its insightful
descriptive words and vivid photographs is a gift of enlightenment to her readers as well as to
those of us who know Valerie, love her, and value her life!This book contributes a unique and
interesting perspective on the effects of a very debilitating, chronic, autoimmune disease known
as Lupus.”

Christine H., “Courageous. Transparent. Inspirational.. Those three words rang in my head over
and over again as I read Valerie Horn's book about her Lupus journey.You don't need to have
this disease to enjoy this page turner, because it draws you in from chapter one. By the time I
finished reading this gem, I was left feeling like there was nothing I could not handle!No matter
the cards we've been dealt in life, through faith and determination, there isn't anything we cannot
accomplish. Valerie Horn proves that she is nobody's victim.She has truly left a legacy her
family can be proud of.Lupus: The Battle Within is a MUST READ!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Reading Cover to Cover!. LUPUS, The Battle Within was a book I
didn't want to end, because it was spellbinding and it drew me in, leaving a lasting impression.
Valerie Horn is an inspiring story teller, sharing "the most precious, private and most intimate
details of her life." She gives attention to small details: She shares her love of school and
learning; she shares family milestones and celebrations, along with the many ups and downs of
her life. She takes us on a whirlwind of brave emotion, with a writer's heart. She even integrates
a mystery in a saga about a haunted house.Medical experiences are recorded and documented
with a researcher's detail, along with photographs of specific flare ups. She speaks of her
medical providers and their kindness compassion and personal caring which helped her keep
her hopes alive. The pictures of family events were engaging and the large print was helpful to
those of us who are older. LUPUS, The Battle Within was a heart-rending adventure which I
highly recommend.!”

Ebook Library Reader, “I highly recommend anyone suffering from the disease Lupus. This is a
powerful real-life story of a young woman, Valerie Horn, battling the incurable disease "Lupus"
for over 50 years and now have the courage to go publicly and write her memoir about her
journey with the disease. The book is very enlightening, carrying you through her personal life
and her trials and tribulations with the disease. I commend her highly for having the strength and
being courageous in letting the world know about her struggle through this novel, "Lupus" The
Battle Within. I highly recommend anyone suffering from the disease Lupus, to read this memoir
of Valerie Horn and you will find out that you are not alone in the battle.Love, Aunt Bernice”

The book by Valerie Horn has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 21 people have provided feedback.
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